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Some Questions

- Methane weather? Where? When? How?
- Source of methane?
- Seasonal climate change; Massive monsoon?
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Discovery of mid-latitude clouds at 40°S
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Summary

- Titan has active methane meteorology
- Ground-based observing provides necessary temporal coverage. Adaptive optics crucial for spatial resolution.
- Discoveries in past 5 years include:
  - South polar cloud field in late southern spring
  - Seasonal shutdown of south polar cloud field (monsoonal shift of winds)
  - Mid-southern latitude clouds that are geographically controlled likely indicate region of geologic activity and methane resupply
  - Northern lake-effect clouds
  - Waves can communicate globally and generate clouds at latitudes/seasons not predicted by global circulation models
- Have only observed a fraction of Titan’s 30-year seasonal cycle ➡️ Need to continue observing!